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Introduction 

This book is to help speakers of the Kman 
[Miju] language write it down so that others 
can read it. Kman is a difficult language 
with many sounds that are not in English or 
Hindi. So we have tried to develop a 
practical system that can be used by anyone 
familiar with the Roman alphabet. 
 
Each sound has its own page, and we have 
given examples of words including that 
sound. The linguistic version of the word is 
given in column 2 and the practical writing 
in column 1. To help people familiar with 
Devanagri, Hindi letters are given where 
there is an exact equivalent. However, many 
Kman letters are not found in the Hindi 
alphabet. Kman is a language with many 
tones, and we will need to write some, so 
that people do not make mistakes in 
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reading. However, we do not want to have 
so many tone-marks that reading is 
confusing. The illustrations try to help you 
visualise the items you are spelling. 
 
This is a trial version, and readers who find 
mistakes or words they are puzzled as to the 
spelling should contact the Kman Language 
Development Committee, Tezu, with their 
queries. 
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p=प 
 

pang pa᷆ŋ first 
pit pı᷆t book 
peng pēŋ smear, paint 
popra pōprà pumpkin 

 
popra pumpkin 
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ph=pʰ=फ 
 

phephe pʰēpʰe᷆ quickly  
phawk pʰa᷆wk nest 
phun pʰu᷆n door 
tapha’ tāpʰàɁ wall 
chawpha ʧāwpʰa᷆ king, ruler
phacung pʰācùŋ butterfly 

 
phacung butterfly 
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py=pʸ 
 

pyaa pyāā spreading
pyam pya᷆m fertiliser 
pyãs pyã᷅s onion 
pyo pyo᷆ smearing 

 
 
 
pyãs onion 
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phy = pʰʸ 
 

phyit pʰʸìt whistling 
phyudu pʰʸùdū brinjal, eggplant
phyung pʰʸūŋ fly 
taphyo’ tāpʰʸòʔ arrowhead 

 
 
 
phyudu brinjal 
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pr 
 

rül kәpra rǜl kә̄pra ᷆ cobra 
pra’ prāʔ sharing 
prәm prә̄m soaking 
pray prāy discussion
pring prīŋ restriction 
pronk nәy pro᷆ŋk nә̄y thanking 

 
rül kәpra cobra 
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pl 
 

plo’ plōɁ cutting 
pla plâ foot, leg 
plong plo᷆ŋ appearance

 
 
 

pla  foot, leg 
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phr = pʰr 
 

phra’ pʰrāʔ separation 
phral pʰra᷆l burning 
phrat pʰra᷆t tear (cord) 
phrut pʰrùt meeting, receiving

 
 
 

phrat  tear 
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phl = pʰl 
 

phlәng pʰlә̄ŋ filling 
phlu’ pʰlu᷆Ɂ jumping 
kamphlung kāmpʰlūŋ white 
tamphlo’ tām pʰlōɁ evening 
phla’ pʰla ᷆ʔ  lightening

 
phla’ lightening 
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b=ब 
 

bang ba᷆ŋ large cloth 
bay ba᷇y big spoon 
bichi bīcí chili 
bül bü᷆l feather 
bo bo᷆ maize 

 
 

bo     maize 
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by 
 

kambyat kāmbya᷆t sympathy 
tambya tāmbyà tobacco 
byo byo᷆ always 
byup byu᷆p hoof 
hambyung hāmbyūŋ banana, plantain 

 
 

byup hoof 
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br 
 

brat bra᷆t pebble 
brim bri ᷇m rib 
brüp brü᷆p cheek 
brәng brә̂ŋ rope 

 
 

brәng rope 
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bl 
 

blay bla ᷆y tongue 
blüng blü᷆ŋ similar
blong blo᷇ŋ road 
mambley māmblēy pea 

 
 

blong  road 
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t=त 
 

tayap tāyāp fan 
tenga tèŋā orange 
tilәm tīlә̄m hot water 
tәpuw tә̄pu ᷆w tiger 
tәmawng tә̄màwŋ hearth, fireplace
tun tu ᷆n need, want 

 

tenga  orange 
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th = tʰ=थ 
 

thәm tʰә᷆m to eat anything hard 
thanat tʰānāt resting place 
that tʰa᷆t grazing field 
thaw tʰa᷆w prick 
thawng tʰa᷆wŋ waterfall 
tho’ tʰòʔ loom 
thun tʰùn bundle 

 

tho’  loom 
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thy = tʰʸ 
 

thyüp tʰʸü̂p folding
mәthyam mә̄tʰʸām a little 

 
 
 
 
 

thyüp  folding 
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ty 
 

kәtyung kә̄tyùŋ wild cat 
tyәng tyә̄ŋ very 
rawk hәtyәp rāwk hә̀tyә̀p fist 

 
 
 
 

kәtyung wild cat 
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d=द 
 

da da ᷆ telephone 
dawk dāwk join, connect 
dә’ow dә̄ʔo ᷆w squirrel 
do do᷆ say, speak 
dong do᷆ŋ stump of tree 
dum du᷆m piece of wood etc.

 

da telephone 
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dy 
 

dyüng dyü᷆ŋ moist, wet
udyu ùdyū peacock 
ko’dyәng kōʔdyә̀ŋ tree frog 

 
 
 
 
udyu  peacock 
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z = z~dz 
 

za’ dza᷆ʔ claw 
zal dzāl corpse 
zam dzām hide 
zük dzü ᷆k nail on hand 
züp dzü ᷆᷆p to disappear into

 
 

za’   claw 
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ch=ʧ=च 
 

kichin kīʧìn we two 
chal ʧāl mithun 
chaw ʧa ᷆w salutation 
che’ ʧēʔ split 
cho’ ʧo ᷆ʔ remove, extract
chu’ ʧu ᷆ʔ throw 

 

chal   mithun 
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chh = ʧʰ = छ 
 

chhәl ʧʰә ᷆l toss (esp baby) 
chhәm ʧʰә ᷆m making a baby sleep
chhan ʧʰa᷆n bangle 
chhong ʧʰo ᷆ŋ pea, bean 
chhuw ʧʰu ᷆w mouth 

 

chhan   bangle 
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ts 
 

tsawng tsāwŋ wealth 
tsәham tsә̀hàm shoe 
tsong tso ᷆ŋ person 
tso’ tso ᷆ʔ dregs, grounds

 

tsәham  shoes 
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tsh =tsʰ 
 

tshәn tsʰә ᷆n tremble 
tshaw tsʰa ᷆w lake 
tshun tsʰu ᷆n weapon
tshüm tsʰü ᷆m idea 
mәntshuw mә̄ntsʰūw cow 

 
mәntshuw cow 
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j=ʤ=ज 
 

jal ʤa᷆l comb of cock 
jum ʤu ᷆m packing 
jami ʤāmī cat 
jun ʤu ᷆᷆n small thing that sticks out 
jük ʤü ᷆k mosquito 

 

jami cat 
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s= स 
 

sa sa᷆ child 
sat sa᷆t kill 
sәp sә̄p nest 
so’ so ᷆ʔ ice 
sui sūī cutting with knife

 

sәp  nest 
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sh = ʃ= श 
 

shabrẽ ʃàbrē ̃ sword 
әshin ә̄ʃı ᷆n stick for creeper
әshu ә̄ʃū elder brother 
shukrik ʃūkrìk scabies, eczema 

 

shabrẽ   sword 
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 shy = ʃy 
 

shya ʃyā pungent, sharp
shyam ʃyām hair 
kashyang kāʃyàŋ straight 
kashyәp kāʃyәp roof 
kә shyok kә̄ ʃyo᷆k inhabitant 

 

shyam     hair 
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k=क 
 

kap kāp shoot 
kәtәm kә̄tә̀m granary
kәnan kә̄nān forest 
kamphlung kāmpʰlūŋ white 
ki kı ᷆ I, me 
kwün kwǖn rolling 

 

kәtәm granary 
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kh = kʰ=ख 
 

hangkhum hāŋkʰūm toad 
khili kʰìlī nail of metal 
khung kʰu᷆ŋ knock 
khwüt kʰwü ᷆t weeding tool
khum kʰu ᷆m grasshopper 
kha kʰa ᷆ bitter 

 

khili  nail 
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khy = kʰʸ 
 

khyap kʰʸāp field hut 
khyәm kʰʸә̄m Mishmi takin 
khyet kʰʸe᷆t trap, metal wire
khyu kʰʸū shrinking 

 
 

khyәm    Mishmi takin 
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kr 
 

kre krē chicken 
krit krı᷆t laugh 
krun krūn necklace 
shukrun shūkrūn sweet potato

 
 

kre  chicken 
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kl 
 

klam klām far away 
klawng klāwŋ insect, general
chuklit ʧūklīt mud 
klo’ klo᷆ʔ rope-bridge 
klong klông high 
mәklung mә̄klùŋ firefly 

 

klo’ rope-bridge 
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khr = kʰr 
 

әkhrәng ә̄kʰrә̄ŋ long, tall 
khrәn kʰrә᷆n kneel 
khrәp   kʰrә᷆p invitation cord
khruw kʰrūw brass pot 
khruw kʰru᷆w marten  

 

khrәp  invitation cord  
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khl = kʰl 
 

khlap kʰla ᷆p dressing 
khlong kʰlo᷆ŋ wing 
khlo’ kʰlòʔ bamboo container

 
 

khlong wing 
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kw 
 

kwüt kwǖt sweeping 
kwi kwī dog 

 
 
 
 

kwi     dog 
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g=ग 
 

gay ga ᷆y jaw, nearby
gәl gә ᷆l arum, taro 
gil gı ᷆l cucumber 
go’rong gōɁròŋ throat 

 
 

gәl     arum  
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gr 
 

grap grâp wrestling 
gra gra᷆ knife 
grüm grü᷆m wrinkle 
grün grü᷆n eight 
grong gro᷆ŋ chest 
grut gru ᷆t sugar-cane

 

gra  knife 
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gl 
 

glang saw glāŋ sàw flying squirrel 
glàt glàt village 
glong glo᷆ŋ mortar 
glu’ glu᷆ʔ undressing 

 
 
 

glang saw   flying squirrel 
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Nasals 
n=न 
 

nan na ᷆n tame ( esp. animal)
nanggol nàŋgōl plough 
naw na ᷆w mother 
nem nèm method, rule 
nung nu᷆ŋ command, order 

 

nanggol plough 
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ny = ɲ=ञ 
 

nya nya ɲāɲā whosoever
nyaw ɲa ᷆w sky 
nyu ɲû you sg. 
nyup ɲu᷆p tongs 

 
 
 

nyup  tongs 
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ng=ŋ=ङ 
 

ngal nga᷆l night
bawng ba ᷆wŋ wind 
ngüi ŋǖī sleep
ngung ŋūŋ find 
ngui ŋúì enter 
ngu’peng  ŋūʔpēŋ snail 

 

ngu’peng  snail 
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m=म 
 

mang māŋ paddy 
me’ mēʔ fish hook 
mit mīt cutting with 

scissor 
mәtho’ mә̄tho᷆ʔ owl 
mungruw mūŋrūw grave 
mung mūŋ foxtail millet 

 
mәtho’ owl     mung foxtail millet 
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 r=र 
 

ram ra᷆m rot 
ra’ ra᷆ʔ liking 
ring rīŋ beautiful, good
rawk ra ᷆wk hand 
rüung rüūŋ boat 

 

rüung  boat 
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l=ल 
 

lay la᷆y moon 
lüi’ lüīʔ pig 
lo’ lo ᷆ʔ licking 
long lo ᷆ŋ standing 
rul rūl building bridge
yәl yә ᷆l irrigation 

 
lüi’ pig 
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ly 
 

khrobәlyo khrōbә̄lyò stone shape 
hәlyüm hә̄lyǜm turmeric (holy)
lyarәl lyārә̄l bicycle 
lyanga lyàŋa frying pan 

 
 
 

lyanga  frying pan 
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Semi-vowels 
y=य 
 

yam yâm gunpowder 
yap ya᷆p to fan 
yawәn yāwә̀n which? 
tәyun tә̄yu ᷆n decoration 
yul yu᷆l taking revenge
yuw yu᷆w wasp 

 

yuw      wasp 
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w=व 
 

wa wâ bamboo 
wan wān cup 
wәl wә᷅l snowfall
wәnra kә wә̀nrā kә̀ and 

 
 

wa    bamboo 
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Glottals 
h=ह 
 

hari hārī vertical flute 
hing mu hīŋ mū 1000 
hәmәk hә̄mә ᷆k tasty 
hәnda hә̄ndà veranda 
hәpa hә̄pà corridor wall

 
hәpa wall of inner corridor 
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’ = ʔ = अः 
 

la’u’ lāʔùʔ swan 
dә’ow dә̄ʔo ᷆w squirrel 
dә’ing dә̄ʔìŋ ginger 
’yey ʔyèy conflict, quarrel 
bo’ bo᷆ʔ bark, skin 

 

dә’ow squirrel 
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Vowels 
A, a = आ 
 

ara āra᷆ here 
ara àrā saw 
әta ә̄tà beckon, call with finger 
әyaw ә̄yàw waist 

 
 
 
 

ara  saw 
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Ã, ã  
 

chãng ʧãŋ bed 
ãm ã̄m mango 
pyãs pyã ᷅s onion 

 
 
 
 

ãm mango 
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E, e = ए 
 

ep e ᷆p tin 
be be ᷆ noise 
bela bèlā plate 
’yey Ɂyēy quarrel 
kyepmo kyēpmo ᷆ ten 
kәyen kә̄yèn right hand

 

ep tin 
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ә 
 

әmik ә̄mìk sun 
әnga ә̄ŋà fish 
әla ә̄la᷆ leaf 
әyay ә̄yày tree species 
әtsüt ә̄tsǜt to study, count 

 

әmik    sun 
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i = इ  
 

in ìn select, choose
ing ìŋ ear 
iphit īpʰīt rainbow 
it ı᷆t enemy 

 

ing ear 
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o = अ 
 

o’nyam ōʔnya᷆m burping 
olo’ ōlòɁ palate 
olap ōlàp burping 
potõ pòtȭ bronze vessel

 

potõ bronze vessel 
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U, u = उ 
 

ung u ᷆ŋ skin, bark 
urәn ūrә᷆n long strip or stick
utay ūta᷆y big 

 
 

ung  bark 
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Ü, ü  
 

büi bü᷆i house, home 
bül bü̂l feather, fur 
rül rü ᷆l snake 

                         
 
büi  house 
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Tones 
 
Kman has three levels of tone, as well as 
glide tones, i.e. tones that slide between two 
levels. The three levels can be illustrated by 
the following words. There seem to be no 
words which have a high tone in isolation. 
 

High-Low wâ bamboo 
Mid wāā to plait bamboo
Mid-Low wa ᷆ bird 
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